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Most of the conventional PID based controllers are prone to consume more computational time for controlling 

the mobile robot motions. This paper discusses a geometric based control strategy to control the motion of a 

mobile platform designed for carrying an upper body humanoid robot. Pure pursuit geometric algorithm is 

employed for controlling the mobile platform. The algorithm calculates the current position of the mobile platform 

as well as waypoints in the given path. The look ahead distance is finalized based on the average displacement 

error and average angle error values. The time taken for tuning waypoints is very less which in turn decreases the 

computational complexity of the algorithm. A simulation is also carried out to prove the advantages of proposed 

geometric algorithm for controlling the mobile platform motion. 

1.    Introduction 

Mobile robots are employed in manufacturing and service sectors due to its wide variety of 
applications. The development of a stable controller for controlling the motion of mobile robot 
through planned waypoints consuming less computational time is also an important part of 
mobile robot navigation. There are different types of PID and Non PID based controllers. A non 
PID controller, known as pure pursuit path controller is introduced [1]. The effects of changing 
the look ahead distance is explained. A brief review of different pure pursuit path following 
control algorithms is discussed [2]. Dynamic model of a vehicle is used along with pure pursuit 
control strategy to map the curvature of calculated path in [3]. An analytical method is also used 
for determining the lookahead distance. Pure pursuit Path tracking control algorithm considering 
the corner curvatures are demonstrated in [4]. The proposed algorithm is also compared with 
traditional method for proving the advantages. A pure pursuit algorithm with optimized look 
ahead distance is described [5].  Pure pursuit algorithm for reducing the tracking error of UAV 
is demonstrated [6].  An application of pure pursuit controller for high-speed applications is 
illustrated [7]. Methods for tuning the look ahead distance are given in [8] – [12]. An 
optimization technique of pure pursuit algorithm by adding PI controller and low pass filter is 
illustrated [13]. The low pass filter smoothens the steering angles for the optimized path. The 
path following of a non-holonomic mobile robot fitted with a 2D laser scanner is carried out 
[14].  

In this paper, pure pursuit algorithm is employed for controlling the mobile platform motion. 
The algorithm determines the waypoints and traverses the mobile platform through the 
determined waypoints. The look ahead distance is optimized based on average displacement 
error and average angle error values for generating the smooth path with less computational 
time. The proposed pure pursuit algorithm is easier to implement, and velocity tuning also 
requires less effort.  
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The pure pursuit algorithm is explained in section 2. Section 3 presents the results and 
discussions along with the simulations of the proposed algorithm. Conclusion and future scopes 
are given in section 4. 

2.    Pure pursuit control 

Pure pursuit algorithm is a type of robust and reliable control algorithm which consumes less 
computational time for path planning applications. The mobile platform moves from start 
location to goal location through a curvature calculated by pure pursuit algorithm. The mobile 
platform is assumed to be following a point located some distance ahead of the robot. This 
particular distance is termed as look ahead distance. The look ahead distance depends upon the 
twists, curves, and conditions of the path. The mobile platform is following a sequence of 2D 
waypoints. The waypoints are assumed to be in mobile platform frame of reference. The 
platform is also assumed to be able to localize itself.  

2.1.    Geometric interpretation of pure pursuit algorithm 

The main task is to select a waypoint from a series of waypoints. Pure pursuit control algorithm 
[1] calculates the curvature of movement of a mobile robot from start location to end location. 
The mobile robot is assumed to be following a point located at a distance prescribed as 
lookahead distance.  The current location and goal location is connected to form an arc. The arc 
is not unique and the arc whose center is in the y axis is selected. The chord length of the 
constructed arc is the lookahead distance. The concept of lookahead distance is given in figure 
1. Consider the lookahead distance L units in the path. The point P1 is connected to the origin 
using a curve.  

 
 

Figure 1. The concept of Pure pursuit algorithm 
 
The pure pursuit algorithm is given in flowchart as shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of Pure pursuit algorithm 

 
Small L contradicts the dynamic limits and Large L causes problem with obstacles. Tuning of 
L parameter changes the overall behavior of pure pursuit. The waypoints are taking into account 
the velocity and acceleration values at various waypoints during the process. However, pure 
pursuit algorithm is not considering the dynamic properties. Equation (1) gives the circle with 
radius L with respect to the origin and the circumference of the circle represents the locus of the 
path of mobile platform to travel from origin to point P1. Equation (2) gives the radius of arc R, 
goal location X and offset distance Dx.  
                                                            𝑋  𝑌   𝐿                                                                      (1) 
                                                            𝑋  𝐷 𝑅                                                                  (2) 
The current location of the mobile base is calculated based on global reference frame. The goal 
location is assumed to be within look ahead distance. The goal point location is to be 
transformed to vehicles local coordinate system. The curvature is calculated based on mobile 
base coordinate system only. The wheel platform follows the curvature and the corresponding 
velocities of right and left wheels, 𝑉  and  𝑉  are calculated by the controller based on equations 
(3) and (4) 

                                                          𝑉  𝜔 𝑟                                                                (3) 

                                                         𝑉  𝜔 𝑟                                                                 (4) 

Where r is the radius of the wheel and 𝜔 is the corresponding angular velocity of the wheel. The 
velocity of mobile platform V is calculated using equation (5) 

                                                        𝑉
 

                                                                        (5) 

The lookahead distance is changed for determining the accurate arcs. Smaller lookahead 
distance results in more oscillations and curves. However, Larger lookahead distance even 
though results in less oscillations and only converges to the path little slowly.  Hence, finding 
an optimal lookahead distance is very important and ranges between 0 to 2R.  

3.    Results and Discussions 

Pure pursuit algorithm determines the waypoints for traversing the mobile platform. The path is 
generated using a hybrid algorithm. Lazy PRM technique [15] and LPA star algorithm [16] are 
used for generating the path. Lazy PRM technique generates nodes in the configuration space. 
LPA star algorithm creates the path through these nodes. The optimized final path is obtained 
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by connecting the nodes present in the configuration space. The mobile robot follows a series 
of waypoints from start node to goal node determined using pure pursuit algorithm. The control 
block diagram is shown in figure 3(a). The individual blocks are given in figure 3(b) to 3(d) 

 

 
Figure 3(a) Pure pursuit control block diagram 

 

 
Figure 3 (b) Planner block  
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Figure 3 (c) Pure pursuit block  
 

 
Figure 3 (d) Plant model 

 
 
The control blocks of pure pursuit algorithm-based controller are divided into three main 
divisions. The first division consists of input parameters and planner. Start location, end location 
and map are introduced into the planner. Planner consist of hybrid algorithm to determine the 
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waypoints. The output from planner is fed into the second division. The second division consists 
of pure pursuit controller algorithm block. The pure pursuit algorithm controls the motion of 
mobile robot through the generated waypoints. Desired values for angular velocity and linear 
velocities can be fed in to the controller.  The whole parameters are transferred into differential 
drive block in third division. The outputs are obtained from third block. The input parameters 
for the control blocks are given in table 1.  
 

Table 1.  Parameters used for pure pursuit controller 
Sl. No. Parameters value unit 

1 Maximum velocity of 
robot 

0.2 m/s 

2 Maximum angular 
velocity 

1 Rad/s 

3 Lookahead distance 0.5 m 
  
The maximum linear velocity and angular velocity are selected based on the average speed 
required for completing the task. Look ahead distance is fixed as 0.5 m by considering the limits 
of selecting the parameter as explained in section 2.1. Smaller look ahead distance results in 
oscillations while large look ahead distance results in more time for convergence to the specified 
path.  The simulated path and controlled path using pure pursuit control algorithm are compared 
in figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. Comparison of simulated and controlled path 

 
The controlled path using pure pursuit algorithm is found to be smooth and the waypoints are 
determined using the hybrid algorithm. The look ahead distance is varied up to 1m and the 
corresponding average angle error and average displacement error are calculated for tuning the 
look ahead distance. The corresponding values are found to be low for a look ahead distance of 
.5m as shown in figure 5.  The average angle error and average displacement error are calculated 
as .14 m and .215 radians for the look ahead distance of .5m. 
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Figure 5. Average angle error and Average displacement error 
 
The output velocity and accelerations of mobile robot are given in figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 6. Output angular velocity and angular acceleration of robot 

4.    Conclusion and future scope 

A non PID control technique known as pure pursuit algorithm is implemented for controlling 
the motion of the mobile platform through the generated path. The main advantages of 
implementing pure pursuit algorithm are the easiness of tuning waypoints and computational 
efficiency as compared to conventional PID control schemes. The absence of derivative 
components in the algorithm plays an important role in decreasing the computational load. The 
look ahead distance is also a crucial parameter for controlling the motion of the mobile platform. 
The average angle and displacement errors based method are effective in calculating the suitable 
look ahead distance.  In this work, the look ahead distance L resulted in smoother trajectory.  
Pure pursuit controller can be combined with robust and adaptive type controllers to increase 
the controlling options in future works.  
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